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PIE MORPHOLOGY 
 
Further information from Oswald J. L. SZEMERÉNYI, Introduction to Indo-European Linguistics (Oxford 
University Press, 1996); and Michael MEIER-BRÜGGER, Indo-European Linguistics (De Gruyter, 2003). 
 
Comparative Reconstruction. Comparison of the most ancient, related forms; extrapolate, 
following phonological rules, to a possible origin. That origin is the PIE reconstructed form—a theoretical 
formula, not an attested form. 
 
Example: To be.  
 VEDIC GREEK LATIN PIE 

1.s ásmi ειµí sum * H1ésmi 
2.s ási εσσι es * H1ési 
3.s ásti εστí(v) est * H1ésti 

1.pl smás ἐιµεν sumus * H1smé 
2.pl sthá ἐστέ estis * H1sté 
3.pl sánti εἰσί(ν) sunt * H1sénti 
 
Example: To go. 
 VEDIC GREEK LATIN PIE 

1.s émi εἶµí eo * H1éimi 
2.s ési εἶσ īs * H1éisi 
3.s éti εἶσí it * H1éiti 

1.pl imás ἴµεν īmus * H1imé 
2.pl ithá ἴτε ītis * H1ité 
3.pl yánti ἴασι(ν) eunt * H1iénti 
 
Leonard Bloomfield writes, “A reconstructed form, then, is a formula that tells us which 
identities or systematic correspondences of phonemes appear in a set of related languages 
.... the reconstructed form is also a kind of phonemic diagram of the ancestral form ...” 
(Language, p. 303).



PIE Noun 
 
Inflected for gender (m, f, n), number (s, dual, pl), and case (nominative, vocative, genitive, accusative, 
dative, ablative, locative, instrumental). Ablative, locative, and instrumental combine in the dative of OE, 
and there is not much distinction between them in Gmc. Originally, there was only one inflectional system 
for all PIE nouns. 
 
Athematic inflections (inflections depend upon STEM (–V, –C) + ENDING (inflection). See SZEMERÉNYI, 
p.160. 
 
 S PL DUAL PGMC 

NOM -(a)z, -(a)s, -Ø -es -e, -î -s  -es 
VOC -Ø -es -e, -î [nom] [nom] 
ACC -m -ns -e, -î -m -ns 
GEN -es, -os, -s -om, -ôm -ous? -ôs? -es, -as -o, -om 
ABL -es, -os, -s,  

[-ed, -od] 
-bh(y)os 
-mos, -m- 

-bh(y)ô 
-mô 

-ed,  
-od 

-m, -om 

DAT -ei -bh(y)os, -mos -bh(y)ô, -mô -ai -m, -om 
LOC -i, - Ø -su -ou -i  
INSTR -e, -o, -bhi, -mi -bhis, -mis, -ôis -bhyô, -mô -Ø -m, -om 
 
STEM (–V, –C) + ENDING (inflection). For example, a vocalic stem such as “o,” coupled with an accusative 
may yield an inflection -om, while a consonant stem such as “t” may yield -ṃ (subscripted dot means 
syllabic consonant). Consonant stems included –p/-t/-k, -s-, -m/-n/-l/-r, etc. Vowel stems included 
only –i/-u/-o and -î/-û/-â. No short /a/. Short and long /e/ were combined with /o/ to form o-stems 
(a.k.a thematic stems). 
 
For example, *ped-/*pod- “foot” 
 
 SKT GREEK LATIN PIE 

NOM s pẩd poûs (pōs) pēs pēs 
ACC s pẩd-am pód-a ped-em péd-ṃ 
GEN s pad-ás pod-ós ped-is ped-és/-ós 
ABL s pad-ás – – ped-és/-ós 
DAT s pad-ḗ – ped-ī ped-éi 
LOC s pad-i pod-í ped-e ped-í 
INSTR s pad-ấ pod-e ped-e ped-é 

NOM pl pẩd-as pód-es ped-ēs péd-es 
ACC pl pad-ás pód-as ped-ēs péd-ṇs 
GEN pl pad-ẩm pod-ōs ped-um ped-óm 
ABL - LAT pl pad-bhyás – ped-i-bus ped-bh(y)ós 
LOC pl pad-sú po(s)-sí – ped-sú 
INSTR pl pad-bhís pop-phi – ped-bhís 
 
Note the shift in stress/accent throughout the paradigms. These have an effect on the grade of the root 
vowel. 



PIE nouns paradigms are ultimately distinguished by accent classes (that is, by ablaut grades).  
  
 For example, the PIE for “father” is *pH2-tér. The accent falls on the second syllable, which 
maintains the full grade of /e/. This is called a strong stem. When inflections are added—especially in 
the abl, dat, instr, and sometimes the loc—the inflectional suffix takes the accent, and the prosody of root 
and stem yield *pH2-tr-´. This is called a weak stem. In other words, the same lexeme had both weak and 
strong stems.  
 Another example is *dónt-ṃ “tooth”: *dónt-es (nom.pl.), but *dṇt-sú (loc.pl.).  
 
Accents fall into five major types, distinguished in 1926 by Pedersen, improved by Karl Hoffmann: 

I. Acrostatic, accent on first syllable throughout 
II. Proterodynamic (nom. X x, gen, x X x) accent is on the beginning/suffix 
III. Amphikinetic accent on beginning/end 
IV. Hysterokinetic (nom. x X, gen. x x X: Gk. patér, patrós) accent on final syllable throughout 
V. Mesostatic, accent on suffix 

 
An example of an amphikinetic paradigm is *dōn, “tooth”: 
 

S. *dōn, *dónt-ṃ, *dṇt-ós, *dṇt-éi, *dṇt-í, *dṇt-ḗ 
P. *dónt-es, *dṇt-ṇs, * dṇt-óm, *dṇt-bh-, *dṇt-sú 
 

These yielded paradigms in Lat, Gk, Goth, etc. that also possessed strong and weak stems within one 
paradigm. (Thus, PDE “tooth” and “teeth” result ultimately from full grade and reduced grade roots within 
the same paradigm.) Sometimes, a paradigm was regularized, so that all roots were consistent (e.g., Gk 
ἄκμον “anvil”), and sometimes one or two roots resulted from reuced grades (e.g., ἀρνος, ἀρήν). 
 
PIE also has nouns with -n- and -r- stems, but very few in -m- and -l-. 
 

 SING PL 

NOM -ōn -en-es 
ACC -en-ṃ -(e)n-ṇs 
GEN -(e)n-os -n-om, -n-ōm 
LOC -en-i -ṇ-su 

 
Others not described here include liquid-stems,  s-stems, i-stems, u-stems, diphthong-stems, 
thematic-stems (o-stems), ā-stems (mostly feminine), and ī-stems. 


